RNA fulfills a crucial regulatory role in cells by folding into a complex RNA structure. To date, a chemical compound, dimethyl sulfate (DMS), has been developed to effectively probe the RNA structure at the transcriptome level. We proposed a database, RSVdb (https://taolab.nwafu.edu.cn/rsvdb/), for the browsing and visualization of transcriptome RNA structures. RSVdb, including 626,225 RNAs with validated DMS reactivity from 178 samples in 8 species, supports four main functions: information retrieval, research overview, structure prediction, and resource download. Users can search for species, studies, transcripts and genes of interest;
INTRODUCTION
Intracellular RNA is not only the carrier of genetic information but also plays a critical regulatory role by folding into complex RNA structures. RNA structure in vivo is now known to be involved in RNA transcription, splicing, and subcellular localization and affects the initiation of translation, the ribosome translation rate, and protein co-translation folding [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Several compounds have been developed to probe RNA structure in vivo, among which dimethyl sulfate (DMS) reagents were first used to detect global RNA structure in the transcriptomes of A. thaliana, H. sapiens and S. cerevisiae [7, 8] . The methyl group of DMS can be donated to the hydrogen bonds of adenine, cytosine, and guanine residues (m 1 A and m 3 C), and base-pairing will reduce the reactivity of this reaction [9] . The exact location of m 1 A and m 3 C in the transcriptome can be resolved by the truncation of reverse transcription method (RT-stop method) or increased mismatch ratio method (MaP method), which can be applied to determine RNA structures in vitro and in vivo [10, 11] .
combining with high-throughput sequencing, these methods can effectively probe the structure of RNA at the transcriptome level, allowing for further study of the function of RNA structure in cells [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
We collected ten studies probing the transcriptome RNA structure by DMS since the method was first proposed and presented a comprehensive, visual, and user-friendly database, RSVdb (https://taolab.nwsuaf.edu.cn/rsvdb/). RSVdb not only collects and displays transcriptome RNA structures but also subdivides relevant studies into experimental samples with detailed statistics and provides highly customized RNA structure prediction, enabling users to make sufficient use of transcriptome RNA structure data. RSVdb includes 626,225 RNAs with valid DMS reactivity from 178 samples of 10 studies in 8 species ( Figure 1B , Table 1 ). The database provides interactive charts showing statistics at the transcriptome level, sample level, and transcript level, including quality control of sequencing, read mapping statistics, the percentage of each base, the RPKM, the Gini coefficient, and statistics of DMS reactivity. Further, we provide prediction and display of the RNA structure under different conditions. Users can search for transcripts of interest and predict and visualize mRNA structures with DMS reactivity restriction of complete or partial sequences. Additionally, we provide a detailed user manual and download of DMS reactivity data. All charts in the database are interactive and can be exported online as figures or in text format, and all search boxes in the database support search suggestions. In summary, RSVdb makes it easy to browse, search, and visualize transcriptome RNA structure data.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Data sources
The raw sequencing data were collected from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) and the Short Read 
Mapping to transcriptomes
Previous studies described methods to map reads to the genome and then extract transcriptome regions, and there were also methods to map directly to the transcriptome. We mapped raw reads to both the genome and the transcriptome and found that although there were more reads with the successful alignment of the genome, such parts that were more than the transcriptome tended to be located in the non-transcribed regions. Meanwhile, since the screening of reads requires the selection of unique reads, and the genome is prone to more multiple alignments, the number of valid reads mapped to the genome is reduced. Thus, by comparing genome mapping statistics, we recommend direct mapping to the transcriptome.
Methods for detecting transcriptome RNA structure using DMS can be roughly divided into two categories: the reverse transcription stop method (RT-stop method) and the increased mismatch ratio method (MaP method) using reverse transcriptase mutation. We mapped the data to the corresponding transcriptome. We used different strategies to map the two types of data to the transcriptome ( Figure 2 ).
For the strategy involving RT-stop data processing, we mainly refer to the method of Ding et al. [19] .
Hisat2 v2.1.0 (https://ccb.jhu.edu/software/hisat2/index.shtml) was used for sequence alignment with the following settings: hisat2 -p 16 -x reference_genome.file -U fastq.file -S SAM.file, where two mismatches were allowed. Only unique reads that did not have a second match were selected in the SAM file, while the reads mapped to the reverse strand or with first base mismatch were also removed.
The quality control report of sequencing data from studies is displayed on the website. The actual truncated site is the nucleotide that is 1 nt upstream of the 5' end of the mapped read. The repeated experiments were merged, and the internal parameter was selected by calculating the rRNA Pearson correlation coefficient of the combined samples and choosing the rRNA with the highest correlation (if all rRNA correlation coefficients were less than 0.95, other housekeeping genes were considered). On the "Browse" page of our website, we present the information on the internal reference gene and its correlation report for each study. Then, the samples were normalized with the DMS signal of the internal reference gene. Thus, the DMS reactivity between samples could be compared. We performed 2%/8% normalization on DMS signals [20] . In this step, the top 2% of DMS signal values are treated as outliers, and each DMS signal value (including the top 2%) divides the average of the remaining top 8% of DMS signal values to get normalized structural reactivity. Transcripts with no DMS signal in the 2% to 8% range were removed.
For the strategy involving MaP data processing, we mainly refer to the method of Zubradt et al. [21] .
Tophat2 v2.1.1 with bowtie2 was used for sequence alignment with the following settings: no-novel-juncs -N 5-read-gap-length 7-read-edit-dist 7-max-insertion-length 5-max-deletion-length 5 -g 3, where five mismatches were allowed. The mapping results were sorted by samtools v1.9
(http://www.htslib.org/download/), and all multi-mapping reads were removed from the BAM file.
The mismatches of aligned reads to the reference sequence were summarized by using samtools mpileup with the following settings: samtools mpileup -f reference_genome.file -Q 15 -q 20 bam.file -o output.pileup. Then the mismatch ratio of the DMS signal was calculated for each adenine (A) and cytosine (C) nucleotide as mismatch numbers divided by the sequencing depth from the pileup file in a Perl script (removing indels). The strategy by which the biological replicates are merged, and the internal reference gene is normalized is the same as the method in the RT-stop section.
DMS signal statistics
We used Perl scripts to conduct statistics for different stages of data processing, including the statistics after reads mapping after samples were merged and DMS signals were corrected by min-max normalized internal parameters and the statistics after DMS signal normalization.
After reads mapping, three types of statistics were requested, including (i) the proportion of mapped and unmapped reads of each study, (ii) the ratio of four bases, A, C, G, and U, to the DMS signal and (iii) the RPKM top 100 transcripts and RPKM distribution. RPKM was used as an index to measure the abundance of DMS signals for each transcript, which is defined below.
is the raw DMS counts in a transcript, ܴ is the total mapped reads in all transcripts, and ݂ ݈ ௧ is the feature-length of a transcript.
After samples were merged and internal parameters were normalized, the Gini coefficient of each transcript was determined. The Gini coefficient was used as an index to measure the strength of the RNA structure for each transcript, which was calculated by a sliding window, with a size of 50 A and C bases (G and T bases were removed) [8, 22] . The Gini coefficient is defined as follows.
is the cumulative DMS counts from the first base to the ith base as a percentage of the total DMS counts in the window ݆ . n is the total number of A's and C's in a window, which is 50 here.
‫ܩ‬ is the Gini coefficient of the ݆ th window, and m is the total window counts of the transcript.
After the DMS signal was normalized, the data could be used to evaluate RNA structure, named DMS reactivity. We calculated the distribution of DMS reactivity for each sample and the top 100 transcripts.
These statistics are presented in interactive charts on the website and are available for download.
RNA structure prediction
The "Fold" in the "RNAstructure" package is adopted for RNA structure prediction [23, 24] with the parameter '-dms.' In the RNA structure prediction settings, we also added two customized options, "Threshold" and "Adjust." "Threshold" is set to calibrate the DMS reactivity higher than the threshold to prevent deviation caused by excessive DMS reaction [19] . If the DMS reactivity is higher than the threshold, the reactivity of the base is assigned to the threshold. We found that different normalized strategies influence the prediction of an RNA structure, so we added the option "Adjust." "Adjust" can modify the whole DMS reactivity of the RNA region (DMS reactivities multiply "Adjust parameter"), mainly for the studies without the DMS control sample. These two options are not enabled by default, and researchers can manage them if necessary.
Overlapping bases ratio
Three species E. coli, H. sapiens, and S. cerevisiae had data from both RT-stop and MaP methods.
Screening strategies are proposed to obtain comparable transcripts: data coverage should greater than 50%, and the relative deviation of the coverage of the two methods should less than 10%.
Different samples of the same species are merged and proposed further statistics.
Front-end interface and back-end structure
The implementation of the RSVdb database can be divided into two parts: front end (client-side) and
back end (server-side). The back-end part is implemented by the python-flask web framework, which is responsible for server-side website operation logic and necessary data processing, and SQLalchemy, which is responsible for data storage and query. The front-end interface is written in HTML5, CSS, and Javascript and uses AJAX to interact with data on the server-side asynchronously. The front-end and back-end code of RSVdb are freely available via the GitHub repository (https://github.com/atlasbioinfo/RSVdb/).
RESULTS
Comparison between RSVdb and several other RNA structure databases
We compared the functions and features of RSVdb with several other RNA structure databases, including data types, species covered, RNA structure data presentation, and availability of RNA structure predictions.
As an earlier database of an RNA structure, RMDB contains a series of experimental data for RNAs (till Feb. 2020) [25] . The database provides search, visualization, and analysis capabilities for all users, structure viewer, and prediction function for registered users. However, RMDB has limited support for transcriptome-level RNA structure data and mainly including SHAPE data for in vitro measurement of the specific RNA structure. musculus [26] . The database provides searching and RNA structure profile visualization of two species and two studies but does not provide RNA structure prediction. The FoldAtlas database contains only complete transcriptome-wide high-depth structure-seq data from A. thaliana and provides circle plots and topology diagram visualization, in silico and in vivo RNA structure predictions and comparison. It also provides normalized reactivities as text files for download [27] .
RSVdb is designed for visualization and prediction of transcriptome RNA structure. It aims to enable users to make sufficient use of transcriptome RNA structure data. The current version of RSVdb contains almost all transcriptome RNA structure data probed by DMS reagents, both RT-stop and MaP-related methods, including DMS-seq, structure-seq, structure-seq2, CIRS-seq, and DMS-MaPseq. Firstly, general statistics and an overview of these studies are shown on the "Browse" page. We analyzed these data at the transcriptome level, sample level, and transcript level to obtain data quality statistics, mapping ratio, A/C ratio, RPKM, DMS reactivities, and the Gini coefficient of different experimental samples. More importantly, RSVdb provides RNA structure prediction with highly customizable parameters and can be compared in different experimental conditions on the "Viewer" page. In addition, RSVdb provides detailed user manuals and download services. The recommendation of the RSVdb database can supplement the limitations of existing databases and provides a straightforward approach for researchers to find valuable information on transcriptome RNA structures.
Browse RNA structure studies
The "Browse" page contains six parts, including the selection of species and studies, the detailed information of research, sequencing mapping, samples merged and data normalization, and the statistics of the RPKM, Gini coefficient, and DMS reactivity. Users can browse through these sections in order or jump from the left navigation bar to the corresponding section. The "Selection" section contains the selection of species and studies. After clicking, the information in other parts of this page would be updated asynchronously. The "Study info" section includes basic information on the study, sample, experimental processing, and sequencing data. The "Mapping" section includes the HTML version of the sequencing data quality control report, the sequence mapping and base composition statistics of the SRR data, and the transcripts of the RPKM top 100. The "Data merge" section shows the process of sample merging (the biological duplication is merged) and the distribution of the RPKM of combined samples. In the "Normalization" section, data were normalized by the internal reference gene. This part includes reports on the selected reference gene and its correlation coefficients, as well as the box plots of the Gini coefficient for different thresholds. Of course, we use different strategies to process and standardize RT-stop and MaP data (refer to the Methods section). The data in "RNA structure info" is further normalized. For RT-stop data, 2%-8% normalization is adopted [20] , and MaP data is used to perform another normalization method [15] . In order to facilitate retrieval and database storage, we simplified the sample names in the original studies and showed the corresponding simplified sample names on the web page. In this section, we refer to the normalized data as "DMS reactivity" and show the top 100 transcripts of DMS reactivity and the DMS reactivity distribution of different samples. On the "Browse" page, we detail the sequencing data processing for the RNA structure studies. All diagrams are updated asynchronously and interactively, and images are available for download.
Predict RNA structure with DMS restriction
In addition to viewing statistics charts from RNA structure research studies, RSVdb also supports RNA structure prediction with DMS restriction. After data screening, RSVdb currently contains 626,225
RNAs with valid DMS reactivities for RNA structural prediction. Users can search the gene name or transcript number of interest at the home page or "Viewer" page. The search box supports the search suggestions function, which will recommend relevant genes based on user input.
The "Viewer" page also contains six sections: species and research selection, gene search, genetic information, DMS reactivity display, RNA prediction settings, and RNA structure prediction ( Figure 1A) .
After selecting the species and study, the user can locate the gene of interest through the search box and search suggestions. Then, the basic information and DMS reactivity of the target transcript in different samples is displayed in the "Gene Info" section. Meanwhile, the DMS reactivity of each base of a transcript is shown in the bar plot in the "DMS reactivity viewer" section.
U s e r s c a n drag the slider or directly input to select the RNA region, and in the "RNA structure prediction settings" section, the selected sequence and DMS reactivity are displayed. Finally, in the section "RNA structure prediction,"
the RNA structure of the direct prediction of the RNA subsequence and the prediction after DMS restriction are shown.
We proposed a low minimum free energy region in the APA1 gene of S. cerevisiae as an example to demonstrate RNA structures under different experimental conditions using RSVdb. Two low free energy regions, S1 and S2, in the APA1 gene, could be obtained by the sliding windows method ( Figure 3A ). We performed research selection, gene searching, DMS reactivity display, and RNA structure prediction with DMS restriction on the "Viewer" page. The result revealed that the RNA structure of the S1 region weakens with increased temperature in vitro and has a weak structure in vivo.
We noted that although the internal reference gene has normalized DMS reactivity in RSVdb, we provide "Adjust" and "Threshold" parameters in the "Prediction settings" (disabled by default), which can be adjusted to change the exhibited RNA structural prediction.
RT-Stop and MaP methods
DMS can methylate non-Watson-Crick base-paired adenines and cytosines (m1A and m3C), and this information can parse out single-stranded RNA sites and then resolve the conformation of mRNA structures in vivo while combining RNA structure models and algorithms [28] [29] [30] . Two main strategies are operated to detect the single-strand position of DMS to probe RNA structures may give rise to modification, namely, "RT-stop" strategy, which is suspended at one nucleotide upstream of the truncation base during reverse transcription, and "MaP" strategy, which is used to detect the mutation at the modification site [10, 21] . However, the utilization of DMS to probe RNA structures may arise some limitations involving only A and C bases probed, other methylation mechanisms in the cell, the misincorporation of RT enzymes and modification block of RNA-binding proteins [31, 32] . From the data perspective, we counted the A/U/C/G ratio both in RT-stop and MaP studies and found apparent bias of A sites [33] , which revealed more obvious in RT-stop studies ( Figure 3B ).Although the G and U sites were removed in a further calculation, at least 5.57% of these two bases were arose among studies. However, it is worth noting that the ratio of G and U does not represent a false-positive rate;
instead, it is a false signal caused by various factors. After removing the G and U signals, research has been more concerned with reducing the bias of the A sites to be closer to the background value of the transcriptome [13] .
Studies conducted RT-stop and MaP sequencing of specific RNA structures and found that both RT-stop and MaP methods can produce effective single-stranded information, but the information is non-overlapping, speculated that these two methods have the bias of sequence context [34, 35] . We calculated the overlapping info of the E. coli, H. sapiens, and S. cerevisiae of transcriptome level and found that two methods had a high of overlapping on average at the transcriptome level ( Figure 3C ).
Transcripts of the same species with similar coverage by two methods were screened. , Figure 3D , six RT-stop studies, and four MaP studies). This result probably due to the fact that the maximum number of an allowed mismatch for the MaP method is five (and probably the maximum number of the existing alignment software), and there is a limited proportion of mutated bases [16, 35] , so a higher sequencing depth is needed. The advantage of the MaP method over RT-stop is that it can avoid the modification focusing on the 3' part of the RNA fragment, regardless of RNA abundance [15] .
DISCUSSION
RSVdb is a comprehensive and user-friendly transcriptome RNA structure database with multiple functions. It not only supports browsing transcriptome RNA structure research studies but also supports online search and prediction of RNA structure with DMS restriction. RSVdb enables users to easily access from multiple platforms through the browser, with additional optimizations for mobile platform access and charting operations.
RSVdb collected and sorted relevant research studies performing DMS probed transcriptome RNA structure, divided them into RT-stop and MaP according to the methods, and then conducted data processing and RNA structure analysis, respectively. On the "Browse" page, the user can obtain statistics of the transcriptome RNA structure studies according to the experimental samples, including sequencing data quality, A/C content, RPKM, DMS reactivity, and Gini coefficient, to provide a general overview of these studies. On the "Viewer" page, users can make full use of data from transcriptome RNA structure studies, including searching for transcripts of interest, obtaining the DMS reactivity of transcripts under different experimental treatments, and predicting RNA structures with DMS restriction.
The DMS reactivity data in RSVdb can be downloaded from the "Download" page, and a detailed user manual can be obtained from the "Help" page. Meanwhile, we are committed to improving the user experience, including table and chart support interactive operations and image download, fuzzy search and search suggestion, as well as configuring global CDN services, etc. Also, we open the source code of the front and back ends of the RSVdb in the Github repository, which supports downloading and building the database and achieving the main functions locally.
Although RSVdb has certain advantages in terms of displaying transcriptome RNA structured data, there are still limitations. Currently, the database only contains RNA structure data probed with DMS reagents, but there are still excellent and continuously improving new methods for labeling RNA structures, such as SHAPE and CMCT, etc. In the future, we will continue to update the database, add SHAPE, CMCT, and other methods of detecting the transcriptome RNA structure and further improve the visual display of structural data and website optimization. 
